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Abstract- Toxicokinetic models are not constrained by assumptions of equilibrium as are thermodynamic (equilibrium-partitioning) models and are more accurate predictors of toxicant accumulation
for non-steady-state exposures and multiple uptake routes. Toxicokinetic models-compartmentbased models, physiological-based models, and energetics-based models-are reviewed and the different mathematical formalisms compared. Additionally, the residue-based toxicity approach is
reviewed. Coupling toxicokinetic models with tissue concentrations at which toxicity occurs offers
a direct link between exposure and hazard. Basing hazard on tissue rather than environmental concentrations avoids the errors associated with accommodating multiple sources, pulsed exposures,
and non-steady-state accumulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Assessment and
of toxicant effects on
aquatic organisms require evaluation of the extent
of organism exposure. Exposure assessment establishes the relationship between environmental taxicant concentrations and organism accumulation
while accounting for environmental and biological
factors that modify exposure. ~f the relationships
between the amount of toxicant accumulated and
the resulting effects are known, then the hazard for
a particular exposure regime can be established.
Aquatic exposure assessments and predictions
have employedmainly steady-stateand equilibriumpartitioning models. Early efforts, using simple kinetic models, were designed to provide estimates of
steady-state accumulation from water exposures
[1,2] These steady-state estimates were then utilized in hazard assessments based on thermodyequilibrium). such models
namic limits
have been employed with good success for evaluation of general conditions, describing toxicant
distribution among ecosystem components and
*To whom correspondence may be addressed.

Tissue residue effects

identifying components dominating toxicant mass
balance. This approach has been best refined using
the fugacit~concept and applied to describe the importance of sediment as a toxicant source [3] and
toxicant distributions within ecosystems [4,5].
Although there is a continued focus on equilibrium-~artitioningmodels within regulatory agencies, it is clear that the environment is complex and
variable. Therefore, to obtain more accurate predictions and assessments, kinetic models are needed
to predict n0n-steady-state, nonequilibrium accumulation from temporally and spatidy varying exposures when the simplifying assumptions of the
equilibrium-partitioning models are inappropriate,
for example, when multiple sources contribute significantly
Kinetic models have been used successfully in
pharmacology for decades. Such
permit
prediction of the onset of drug action and allow the
monitoring of drug clearance and termination of
effects. Further, these kinetic models describe
changes in tissue concentrations resulting from absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination. In aquatic toxicology, kinetic models have the
potential to provide the same level of predictive res-
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olution for toxicant accumulation and distribution
and, ultimately, effects. The major difficulty in
using such models lies in the number of parameters
that must be known for a wide range of species and
the difficulty in obtaining some of these values.
Yet, when sufficient information is available, kinetic models can predict the accumulation of a
toxic dose for either simple short-term exposures
[6] or ecosystem exposures with multiple uptake
routes [7].
This review provides an overview of the kinetic
models available for exposure evaluation, describes
their utility and intercomparability, and compares
them to steady-state models. The general form of
each model for water-only exposures will be presented first, and subsequently the application of
these models for invertebrates and sediment-associated toxicants will be described. Finally, we will
evaluate the use of these models in hazard assessment, particularly the use of toxicokinetic models
to predict effects based on tissue residues.
STEADY-STATE MODELS

Organisms can attain steady state if both the exposure and the environmental/physiological factors
affecting the uptake and loss of pollutants remain
constant for a sufficiently long time. These steadystate conditions reflect the limit for kinetic models
when accumulation from all routes is exactly balanced by the losses. Under these simplifying conditions, steady-state tissue residues classically have
been described by a bioconcentration factor for
aqueous exposures:

by the hydrophobicity of the compound and the
lipid content of the organism, with solubility in organism tissue dominated by the lipid solubility of
the particular toxicant [9-111. This assumption is
the foundation of the simplest fugacity models and
has been the premise for development of quantitative structure-activity relationships between BCF
and KO, [12].
BCFs can also be used with benthic organisms to
predict toxicant uptake from overlying water [13,14]
and to estimate accumulation from interstitial water [15,16]. The BCF formalism is impractical when
source concentrations are unknown and inappropriate when the solid phases, sediments or food,
contribute significantly to uptake. In these cases,
steady-state accumulation is usually referenced to
sediment or food source rather than water concentration by means of a bioaccumulation factor
(BAF). For example, the BAF for sediment is
Ca
BAF = -

(2)

c s

where the BAF is expressed in grams sediment per
gram tissue and C, = sediment concentration (micrograms per gram).
A recently developed steady-state partitioning
model for bioaccumulation of sediment-associated
neutral organics [17-191 normalizes the tissue residues to the organism lipid content and the environmental concentration to sediment organic carbon
content:

Ca
BCF = c w

where BCF = bioconcentration factor (milliliters
per gram), Ca = toxicant concentration in the animal (micrograms per gram), and Cw=toxicant concentration in the water (micrograms per milliliter).
As discussed later, the milliliters and grams of
tissue should not be canceled, so the appropriate
units are milliliters per gram. The units for this simple model, which are equivalent to those for partition coefficients and correlate with the octanol/
water partition coefficient (KO,) for nonpolar
compounds, have led to the assumption that the
BCF represents the thermodynamic equilibrium between the organism and source compartments. As
discussed in Barron [8], the implicit assumption underlying BCFs for neutral organic compounds is
that the concentration in the organism is controlled

where Ca(I) = organism concentration per gram
lipid (micrograms per gram lipid), Cs(c) = sediment concentration per gram organic carbon (micrograms per gram OC), and AF = accumulation
factor (grams OC per gram lipid).
This normalization reduces the variability in
BAF values among sediments and organisms
[18,20-221. Some authors have used "preference
factors," the inverse of AFs [17,20], but AFs are
more readily understood as a result of their direct
relationship to BAFs.
Although steady-state behavior suggests partitioning behavior, steady state actually represents a
balance between toxicant influx and outflux from
an organism and is the mathematical limit for tox-

icokinetic models. Steady state is driven not only
by thermodynamics but also by active metabolic
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processes. These metabolic processes, such as reductions due to biotransformation 1231 and elevations due to active ingestion [24], can result in
steady-state accumulations substantially different
from those predicted by thermodynamic equilibrium. Additionally, toxicant concentrations in the
field can vary manyfold over time, violating the
assumption of a steady-state exposure. Thus, improved prediction of toxicant accumulation requires
application of kinetic models.
KINETIC MODELS

Kinetic approaches for predicting accumulation
are not constrained by the assumptions of either
constant exposure concentrations or thermodynamic equilibrium. The models to describe toxicant
kinetics fall generally into two classes: compartment-based models and models based on organism
physiology. Compartment-based models describe
toxicant movement between compartments. A
compartment represents the amount of a compound
that behaves as though it exists in a homogeneously
well-mixed container and moves across the compartment boundary with a single uptake or elimination rate coefficient. Compartments may or may
not represent a physical entity. The mathematical
formalism for the compartment models takes three
forms: rate constant or rate coefficient (RC) models [25], clearance volume (CV) models [26], and
fugacity models [27]. Each of these forms is mathematically equivalent for exposures with a single
uptake route, but differs in the conceptual basis
that produces its formalism 127,281.
The physiological and bioenergetic models describe the kinetics and dvnamics of toxicant accumulation in relation to physiological processes.
Physiological-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models describe the accumulation and internal distribution of toxicants among multiple tissues 126,291.
The bioenergetics-based (BE) models describe toxicant accumulation and loss in terms of the organism's energy requirements and usually treat the
organism as a single compartment [30].

Compartment models
Each of the compartment models will be defined
and its mathematical equivalency demonstrated for
a simple two-compartment model containing water and organism compartments. The water represents the source compartment, and the organism
represents the toxicant sink. The toxicant is assumed to be well mixed and homogeneous within
each compartment. For this specific comparison,
we also assume that no compound biotransforma-
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tion occurs. The models employ the underlying assumption that the rate constants and clearances
remain constant over time. If the organism undergoes physiological change, this assumption can be
violated. The models assume that the transfer between compartments is first order. Thus, the flux
across a boundary depends on the chemical activity (concentration) in the respective compartment.
The net flux is the sum of the uptake and loss
fluxes across the compartment boundaries.
The terms used in the models are not standardized throughout the literature, and the reader is
cautioned to check units when comparing models.
Further, both upper- and lowercase K can serve as
the symbol for rate constants or coefficients, as
well as for partition coefficients. By convention,
rate constants or coefficients should be represented
by a lowercase k and partition coefficients by an
uppercase K.
First-order rate coefficient models. The rate coefficient (RC) models relate the amount or concentration of a compound in one compartment with
that in another. The RCs used in these models take
the form of both clearances and rate constants. A
clearance is defined as the volume or mass of a
compartment scavenged of the contaminant per
mass of organism per time and is contrasted to the
rate constants that describe the fractional change
in a compartment concentration per time. When
used in an environmental context, the two compartments are the organism and the environmental
compartment containing the toxicant. Thus, the
two-compartment model for accumulation from
water is

where k,, = conditional uptake clearance (milliliters
per gram per hour), k, = conditional elimination
rate constant (h-') and t = time (h). Toxicokinetic
RCs are conditional on the experimental conditions
(e.g., temperature, physiological condition or feeding regime) under which the measurements are
determined.
The term ku is equivalent to k, [25] where the
RC relates C, to the toxicant flux into the organism. Many researchers have canceled the units of
milliliters and grams on the assumption that 1 ml
of water equals 1 g of tissue, and have described the
coefficient as a rate constant with units of h-'
[25]. If this cancellation is performed, the units will
not balance between the two sides of Equation 4,
and an improper meaning will be imparted to ku.
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Thus, the units should not be canceled [31].Addi- linear uptake phase, where elimination is trivial.
tionally, leaving in the units reduces the chance of Elimination rate constants can be derived from depuration studies in which previously exposed orconfusing RCs for water and sediment uptake.
The term ke is equivalent to k2 [25] and is a rate ganisms are placed in clean water. Estimation of
constant that describes the fractional elimination k, and ke can also be accomplished through nonfrom the animal. The term k, has often been used linear curve fits to an uptake curve, if the exposure
for the elimination rate constant. However, k d , is sufficiently long so that the curve begins to plathe depuration rate constant, describes elimination teau [31]. Additionally, ku and ke may be deterthat takes place in the absence of the toxicant and mined via numerical integration techniques with
should be reserved for that specific condition; thus, equations similar to Equation 4 if the temporal
ke is a better representation of the loss of the tox- variation in the water concentration is known [34].
icant that occurs while the organism is still exposed Although the elimination coefficient can be estito the toxicant.
mated from an accumulation experiment, it is genIf Cwis held constant, as ideally occurs in flow- erally best to perform an independent experiment.
through experiments and is often assumed for field Nonlinear fits of data will not permit the experiexposures, Equation 4 can be exactly integrated to mentalist to determine whether the reason for the
yield
plateau in the accumulation curve is due to elimination or contains other contributing factors such
as a reduction in uptake from a decrease in bioavailability [35].
ku and ke can also be determined through massAs time approaches infinity, the organism will ap- balance static exposures. In addition to their simproach a constant, steady-state concentration. Un- plicity, static exposure systems allow steady-state
der steady-state conditions, we observe that the tissue concentrations to be obtained more rapidly
BCF can be predicted from k u / k e ,which has led than flow-through systems, which maintain a conto using relatively short-term kinetics studies to es- stant toxicant concentration. In static systems,
Cw declines as the toxicant is accumulated, and
timate BCFs [ 1 , 2 ] .
the
model relies on mass balance of the toxicant
The above formulations assume no organism
growth, which is a reasonable assumption during (Eqn. 7) to permit the conversion of the differenshort-term laboratory experiments but may be vi- tial form to an exact integral (Eqn. 8):
olated when the models are applied to predicting
field accumulation. When the body size of the organism increases, "growth dilution" occurs as new
tissue mass dilutes the toxicant concentration [32]. where A = amount of compound in the system
The apparent elimination rate derived from a grow- (micrograms, constant), Q, = quantity of coming organism overestimates the actual elimination pound in the animal compartment (micrograms),
as it incorporates both ke and growth. Failure to and Qw = quantity of toxicant in the water comcorrect for growth can result in underestimates for partment (micrograms).
the uptake RCs and steady-state tissue residues. Assuming growth is a first-order process, which ap( kurn . A ) ( 1 - e - ( k u r n + k e ) t )
pears reasonable at least for the early growth phase
Qa =
[33],the RC models can be corrected for growth by
kurn + ke
adding a first-order growth rate constant to the
elimination rate constant:
where kurn= uptake rate constant (h-').

where g = first-order growth rate constant (grams
per gram per hour or h-').
Estimation of ku can be derived experimentally
from the slope of the line of tissue residues vs.
time. The data used to derive ku must be from the

The uptake rate constant, kUm,is not equivalent to ku and is system dependent. kurndescribes
the fractional change in the total compound mass
in the water compartment over time and depends
on the relative sizes of the animal and water compartments. To remove the system dependence, the
relative size of the compartments must be considered [36]:
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where Vw= total water volume in the static system
(milliliters) and M, = total organism mass in the
system (grams).
These RC models can be applied to sediments
by making sediment the source compartment. To
avoid confusion between water and sediment uptake, the sediment uptake coefficient nomenclature
was changed to k, with units of grams sediment
per gram organism per hour [35,37]. The k, value
integrates uptake from both interstitial water and
ingested solid phases. As with k,, k, can be measured either from the slope of the linear uptake
phase or from nonlinear fit to long-term uptake
data [35,38]. Assuming sediment and not the overlying water is the uptake route, these exposures can
be static or flow through without affecting the
form of the equation. Because C, will generally remain constant even under static exposures, the
mass balance approach is not usually required.
Thus, the model will have a form analogous to the
conditions of constant water concentration [35]:

BAFs can be calculated from kinetic coefficients
(k,/ke) [39]. Greater complexity may be required
for some compounds as a result of apparent
changes in sediment bioavailability that are not reflected as changes in measured chemical concentrations [35] and to incorporate compartments such as
additional sources 1391.
Fugacity formalism of compartment models.
Fugacity ( f ) is the thermodynamically driven escape tendency of a compound from a particular
compartment and is expressed in terms of pressure
(Pascals = Pa). A toxicant will always go from the
compartment with the higher fugacity to one with
lower fugacity, unless there is active transport. Fugacity within a compartment increases linearly with
its concentration. The fugacity concept describing
the movement and distribution of toxicants in an
ecosystem was introduced in terms of equilibrium
properties [40,41] and then expanded to include
non-steady-state conditions [42]. In the course of
these developments, several models have used fugacity concepts for first-order kinetic evaluation of
toxicant transfer in fish and invertebrates [24,27,
43-451. This modeling technique has also been extended to pharmacokinetic-based models for fish
146,471, which will be discussed in the section on
PBPK models.
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The conversion between the RC models and fugacity models for water-only exposures requires
only a few changes in definitions. For Equation 4,
the concentrations are given on a microgram-pergram or microgram-per-milliliter basis, whereas in
the fugacity approach all concentrations are on a
mole-per-cubic-meter basis. The concentration of
any compartment (Ci, moles per cubic meter) is
described by the product of the fugacity capacity
( Z , , moles per cubic meter per Pascal) and fugacity ( A , Pascals) of the compartment ( i ) . A firstorder flux, N (moles per hour), is defined in
concentration terms as the product of a first-order
rate constant (ki, h-I), the compartment concentration, and the compartment volume (K, m3). Finally, flux in fugacity terms is defined as the
product of the transfer coefficient Di (moles per
hour per Pascal) and fugacity. Thus,

which results in the following definition for a firstorder rate constant [41]:

Subsequently, Equation 4 can be written totally in
fugacity terms by multiplying both sides of Equation 4 by the volume of the animal (E, cubic meters) to yield Equation 13:

di):

( V , ) - = (V,.k,-C,) - (k,.Ca. V,). (13)
If the above definitions are substituted for the compartment concentrations and RCs, Equation 14 is
generated

where fa = fugacity in organism (Pascals),fw = fugacity in water (Pascals), D,, = transfer coefficient
into the organism (moles per hour per Pascal), and
De = transfer coefficient out of the organism
(moles per hour per Pascal). At the limit where the
flux equals zero (i.e., steady state) then Equation 15
follows:
D,

.fw

= oe.fa

=

or
f w

3
De

(15)
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Finally, if both sides of the equation are multiplied
by the ratio of Z,/Zw, the relationship between
the concentrations in the water and organism at
steady state is:

where k = general rate constant (h-'), P = clearance (milliliters per gram per hour), and & = volCa - -Du.Za = BCF.
ume of distribution of the compound (milliliters
per gram).
c w
De.Zw
The volume of distribution, &, describes the
In fugacity models, concentrations are on a capacity of a compartment (e.g., organism or orvolume basis; therefore, the units of k, will be gan) to accumulate a compound. & in the aquatic
m;.mi3 .h-'. Thus, both Equation 4 and Equa- environment is usually referenced to the exposure
tion 14 can be interconverted and will yield equiv- water and expresses the capacity of the animal to
alent results. In this form, Equation 14 can be accumulate a particular chemical in terms of the
manipulated in the same manner as other fugacity equivalent volume of exposure water holding the
equations, and the D values (transfer coefficients) same quantity of chemical [28]. These are not true
become synonymous with the RCs in the other volumes, and if the organism has a greater capacfirst-order compartment models. The main diffi- ity for the toxicant than the water, & will exceed
culty in using this form of the equation is the dif- the volume of the organism. In pharmacology, this
ficulty in obtaining D values. In many cases, the D model employs the blood volume as the reference
values are estimated from RCs obtained by using volume. If blood concentrations can be monitored,
the RC-based models [46].
this pharmacological approach can also be emClearance volume model: CV models originated ployed to follow the distribution and elimination
in clinical pharmacology and were used to describe within and from aquatic organisms. Note that Vd
the uptake and elimination of drugs in mammals should not be confused with volume, y, in the fu[48,49]. More recently, researchers have applied gacity model.
CV models to aquatic organisms. CV models have
The rate of change in the toxicant concentration
been used to examine the effects of pH on the ac- in the animal (Ca) for an aqueous exposure is
cumulation of pentachlorophenol in goldfish [50]
and the effects of body size [51] and temperature
[52] on the uptake of di-Zethylhexyl phthalate
(DEHP) by fish. CV models also have been applied
to benthic invertebrates [28]. Although there is essentially no mathematical difference between the This equation was integrated to give the following
CV and RC models, they use different parameter expression for Ca:
definitions [26]. A comparative review of the two
models can be found in Stehly et al. [28].
CV models describe the uptake and elimination
This integrated equation is mathematically equivof a compound by an organism as clearances and
alent to Equation 4. As time becomes large, the
use an apparent volume of distribution in order to
model yields an estimate of & that is equivalent to
describe the capacity of the organism to bioconcentrate the chemical. Transfer of a toxicant from wa- BCF:
ter in the CV model is described by
Ca = BCF.
&=(21)
c w

The movement of compound is represented by a
clearance constant, P, the volume of water totally
scavenged of compound per gram of organism per
hour (milliliters per gram per hour) for our simple
two-compartment example. This is the amount of
water that would have to be ventilated at 100% assimilation efficiency to account for a particular uptake rate. Clearances are equivalent to k, in the
RC model for water exposure. Clearances are related to rate constants by the following equation:

There are no examples using the CV model in
which sediment is the toxicant source. As with all
compartment models, following multiple sources
(e.g., sediments, water, and food) would require
multiple compartments to appropriately model the
toxicant accumulation.

Physiological- and energetics-based models
Physiological-based pharmacokinetic models.
Physiological-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) mod-
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els were originally developed to describe drug metabolism kinetics in mammals. A comprehensive
PBPK model was developed to describe drug distributions in humans [53], and subsequent PBPK
models have been successfully used in numerous
mammalian studies [54-561. The use of PBPK
models has also been extended to lower vertebrates
such as fish [46, 57-60] and invertebrates [61]. The
state of the art and the utility for providing a mechanistic approach to aquatic toxicology for fish have
recently been reviewed for PBPK models [62].
PBPK models separate an organism into anatomical compartments, each representing a particular organ or group of kinetically related tissues
[63]. Data on basic physiological processes such as
tissue volumes, blood flow rates, partition coefficients between blood and tissues, and biotransformation rates [26,29,64] are used, and differential
mass balance equations are written to describe the
accumulation, elimination, and metabolism of the
chemical. A representative equation for distribution from the blood to a tissue follows:
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ality in the sense that they are focused on the mechanistic nature of the organism and not just rate
processes. Further, the compartments in PBPK
models have real physiological meaning, compared
to those derived from CV models. However, PBPK
models are based on the inherent assumption that
a particular mechanism(s) is the rate-determining
step in the bioaccumulation process. For example,
bioaccumulation in invertebrates is assumed, without empirical evidence, to occur via a specific process (e.g., gill ventilation) as the rate-determining
step [ a ] . However, a totally separate process (e.g.,
ingestion, passive diffusion across the integument,
or internal distribution processes) may represent
the rate-controlling step. Often there is not enough
evidence to justify the formulation of the bioaccumulation processes in terms of a single or combination of physiological processes. Therefore,
PBPK models may not represent a more "realistic"
picture than the box model approach used by RC
models, but instead merely a different approach.
Compared to compartment models, PBPK
models require significantly more data and resources for development. Often the required data
are not available because analyzing tissue volumes
or taking blood samples from small fish or invertebrates is difficult [61,66]. Due to differences in
the physiology of invertebrates, such as open cirwhere Cxis the average toxicant concentration in cularity systems, compared to large fish, it may be
a selected organ (micrograms per gram tissue), Qx necessary to modify the PBPK model structure for
represents the plasma flow rate through the organ benthic invertebrates.
Bioenergetic-based toxicokinetic models. An or(milliliters per hour), and I/, is the organ volume
(milliliters). The concentration of the chemical en- ganism's contact with the external environment is
tering the organ is represented by Ci, and the directly related to the flux of water across its gills
plasma concentration leaving the organ is repre- to obtain oxygen and the flux of food/sediment
sented by C,/R,, where R, is the tissue plasma through its gut to obtain nutrients. Bioenergeticconcentration ratio [58]. The equations for these based (BE) models predict pollutant uptake as a
models can be written in terms of RC [60,65,66] or function of these fluxes, assuming that uptake
from each source is proportional to its flux. The
fugacity [46,67] parameters.
A promising feature of the PBPK approach is general equation for an organism with multiple
the ability to scale the model to other species or food types is
body sizes by inserting the appropriate physiological information. This approach has successfully
scaled monkey [68] and rodent [69] data to humans,
as well as mouse data to various species of stingrays [57]. Scaling these models to invertebrates will
require collection of additional physiological data
and may well require adding additional processes, where A , = toxicant assimilation efficiency from
such as accumulation and loss across the integu- water (unitless), F, = weight-specific flux of water
ment, that are unimportant for most vertebrates. (milliliters per gram per day), A f j = toxicant asThe ability to scale models has been better inves- similation efficiency from food j (unitless), C f j=
tigated with PBPK models than compartment mod- toxicant concentration in food j (micrograms per
els, but some efforts have been examined with the gram), Ffj = weight-specific flux of food (grams
per gram per day), g = first-order growth constant
compartment-based models [27].
PBPK models can appear to better represent re- (d-'), and k = total number of food types.
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Elimination is not related to the organism's metabolism in this formulation, although a reduction
in elimination rate with size may be more appropriate in some cases [70]. The last term, g, accounts
for growth dilution as discussed previously.
The metabolic (oxygen) requirements of fish are
sufficiently well known [70,71] to allow accurate
predictions of the fluxes of water and food over the
life cycle or under different environmental conditions for many species. Thus, BE models have successfully predicted tissue residues in freshwater
[70,72] and marine [73] fishes and have been used
to model toxicant transport through food chains
1741.
Application of the BE model to sediment-ingesting invertebrates includes 10 potential uptake
routes, even when considering sediment as a single
food source [75]. In most cases, however, modeling interstitial and overlying water fluxes and the
ingested sediment as the food source should be adequate. Ingested sediment fluxes and concentrations are used instead of bulk sediment to account
for any selective consumption. The basic equation
for a deposit feeder becomes
d Ca
dt

- = (A, ~F,,~C,,)

+ (Aw.Fwi.Cwi)

+ (Asi.Fsi.Csi) - (ke.Ca) - (Ca.g)
(24)
where C,, = toxicant concentration in overlying
water (micrograms per milliliter), Cwi= toxicant
concentration in intersitial water (micrograms per
milliliter), F, = weight-specific flux of overlying
water (milliliters per gram per day), Fwi= weightspecific flux of interstitial water (milliliters per
gram per day), Fsi= weight-specific flux of ingested sediment (grams per gram per day), Asi =
toxicant assimilation efficiency from ingested sediment (unitless), and Csi = toxicant concentration
of ingested sediment (micrograms per gram).
In addition to these flux-related uptakes, "passive" sorption to exposed body surfaces can be a
nontrivial uptake route for metals [76] and organics [77; H. Lee, unpublished data]. In the simplest
case, sorption can be incorporated as a constant
(i.e., simple partitioning phenomenon) [75]. The
tissue residue at time t then becomes

where S = toxicant sorption onto body surface (micrograms per gram).
Measured, rather than predicted, fluxes of water
and sediment have been used for benthic invertebrates [75,78-801. As we gain a better understanding
of benthic invertebrate energetics, it should be possible to predict age (size) and environmental specific fluxes as with fish. However, there are
sufficient differences in invertebrate physiology,
such as anaerobic metabolism, to warrant caution
in the direct application of energetic equations or
parameters derived from fish for benthos.
BE models are conceptually related to PBPK
models in that the metabolic requirements of an
organism are determined by its physiology. In practice, PBPK models have been used primarily to predict the internal distribution of toxicants, whereas
BE models have been used to predict uptake by fish
under field conditions or the importance of uptake
routes for deposit feeders. There is a direct relationship between BE and RC models for water
uptake:

Here the uptake rate coefficient combines the
transfer efficiency and flux of water. However, if
dermal uptake is important [61], this simple relationship will not hold. The simple compartment
models for accumulation from sediment yielding
k, values are not directly equivalent to the BE
models. Because k, integrates uptake from both
interstitial water and ingested sediment, a multicompartment RC model [39] would be required to
compare with the BE model.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS

The conditional nature of the rate coefficients
used in all of these models must be understood. Environmental, physiological, and toxicological factors can cause the RCs to change over time. Some
of the environmental factors (e.g., temperature)
exert their influence by directly modifying the physiology, whereas others modify the toxicant chemistry,which in turn modifies the kinetics.
One of the major biological factors to be considered is the biotransformation capability of the
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organism. Biotransformation can alter the toxicant
distribution among the various tissues of an organism [81,82] and will alter any estimate of the elimination rate or BCF measured with total radiotracer
unless biotransformation losses are considered
[23,82-871. If k, is derived from measurement of
the parent compound, it will include both the elimination of the parent toxicant and its metabolism.
The rates of uptake, elimination,and contaminant distribution within the organism vary with organism size [13,14,51,61,88,89]. Growth often
results in alteration of the organism lipid content,
which affects the elimination of nonpolar organic
compounds. For example, increases in total lipid
content decrease the apparent elimination rate for
Diporeia and Hexagenia [13,90], and the turnover
of lipids can be the driving force for loss of very
hydrophobic contaminants [13]. Additionally,
aquatic organisms exhibit changes in kinetic processes as the reproductive condition of the organism varies [91] or due to toxic stress [92-951.
Sorption of a toxicant to organic matter,
whether in water [96] or sediment [39,97], reduces
the effective concentration driving the accumulation and results in an apparent decrease in uptake
RCs. However, if the kinetics for aqueous exposure
are based on the freely dissolved pool, the accumulation will be correctly predicted independently of
the amount of dissolved organic matter [98,99].
Several researchers have suggested that normalization to organic carbon will essentially eliminate the
variability in bioavailability of sediment-associated
nonpolar organic compounds [100,101], and a
comparison of sediment uptake RCs has shown a
relationship with sediment carbon [37,97]. However, simple carbon normalization does not account for the effects of different carbon types on
partitioning [I021 or the effects of aging on bioavailability [37,103].
Environmental factors such as pH can alter the
characteristics of the chemical through ionization
of functional groups or hydrolysis of ester and amide linkages, reducing bioavailability and, therefore, the uptake rate [50,104,105]. Temperature
generally alters toxicokinetics by changing organism physiology. Effects of temperature can be observed on both the uptake and the elimination of
compounds [13,14,90,104-1061.
UTILIZING KINETIC MODELS
IN EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

One of the goals of the equilibrium and kinetic
models is to predict whole-body burdens from environmental concentrations of toxicants. In gen-
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eral, kinetic models require more data and are
more complicated to apply than the equilibriumpartitioning models. From a regulatory standpoint,
the kinetic models are worth the additional resources only if the equilibrium approaches do not
generate "sufficient" accuracy. Sufficient accuracy
depends on the user's goals, but one suggestion for
equilibrium models is predictions within twofold of
observed values [loo]. In the recognition of the
multiplicative nature of error, 80% accuracy has
been suggested as the desired level for sediment bioaccumulation tests [77]. This value is based on obtaining a final tissue residue within twofold of
observed, assuming a three-step food chain and
80% accuracy at each transfer.
Predictions of BCFs from physicochemical parameters can differ substantially among regressions, depending on the relationships chosen to
make the predictions 1121, and predictions for a
compound are often no better than one or two orders of magnitude [8]. Further, fugacities of superlipophilic compounds can be substantially higher in
fish than in water [107], suggesting that additional
uptake from food permits increased accumulation
above the water fugacity limit [24,46,47].
The accuracy of the equilibrium-partitioning
model for sediment exposures (Eqn. 3) has been
most thoroughly evaluated for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). AFs for total PCB or Aroclors
from different studies ranged by more than 20-fold
[22], and values for a single hexachlorobiphenyl
congener ranged 80-fold [21]. Ranges for mean
AFs for total PCBs within a single study were of
the same magnitude [21], indicating that the variation was not solely methodological such as might
result from using different lipid methods [108]. Additionally, several of the AFs exceeded those predicted from equilibrium partitioning [22].
It is apparent that in many cases simple equilibrium-partitioning models do not predict residues of
high KO, neutral organics, the compounds with
the greatest bioaccumulation potential, within a
twofold, much less an 80%, accuracy for either water or sediment. However, the utility of the partitioning approaches are severalfold. First, they serve
as a point of departure. Values deviating from equilibrium indicate additional processes hindering or
facilitating uptake and/or elimination of the target
compound. Second, equilibrium models predict
the overall trends in relation to physicochemical
attributes. Third, equilibrium models are well suited
as cost-effective screening tools, such as screening
of dredge material with the equilibrium-partitioning bioaccumulation model [log].
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Kinetic models are more appropriate than simple
equilibrium-partitioning models when the exposure
concentrations vary over time, passive diffusion is
not the only driving force for accumulation, multiple toxicant sources are responsible for accumulation, or the time course of uptake is of direct
concern. This implicitly assumes kinetic models are
better predictors than equilibrium models, although the data are limited. Perhaps the strongest
case for the accuracy of kinetic models is their success in pharmacology. The success of the PBPK
models to predict uptake and distribution of pollutants and the BE models to predict uptake in the
fish populations demonstrates these models are
adaptable to environmental toxicants, at least for
fish. There are fewer data to evaluate the accuracy
of kinetic models with sediment contaminants. In
a short-term laboratory experiment with Macoma
exposed to sediment-associatedhexachlorobenzene,
the mass balance derived from a BE model was
very close to the observed tissue residues (92114%) [75]. When using independently derived values for k, and k,, an RC model predicted BAFs by
Macoma within 90% (range 69-165'70) of observed
BAF for a range of PCB congeners, although the
kinetics were less successful in predicting the time
to steady state [110]. In the only apparent field validation for benthic organisms, the RC model faithfully predicted seasonal changes in benzo[a]pyrene
in amphipods when environmental and physiological factors were considered [Ill]. The concentrations of more water-soluble polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), however, were not as successfully modeled.
Based on the available data, the kinetic models
are more appropriate than simple equilibrium-partitioning models for other than steady-state, wateronly exposures. The present models may not always

obtain 80% or even twofold accuracy, either due
to incomplete or incorrect description of key processes or due to errors associated with rneasurements of parameters. However, both of these
sources of error are potentially correctable.
This conclusion raises the question of which of
the kinetic models to use. There is no simple answer, as the choice depends on the question being
addressed, the experimentalist's experience, and the
ease of data collection. In general, the use of the
simplest model that will adequately address the
question should minimize the errors associated with
parameter estimation and, thus, result in the most
precise estimates. The rest of this section will
present some general guidelines, which are summarized in Table 1.
When describing a steady-state, two-compartment system with water as the exposure compartment, all the compartment models are mathematically interconvertible and will lead to the same
general conclusions about the kinetics. They will all
give similar estimates of accumulation, although
the actual values may vary somewhat as a result of
the different error sources associated with the
methods of deriving the values. The models may
not be equivalent with more complex exposure scenarios. For example, fugacity does not account for
the active transport of compounds, such as phagocytosis in the gut. If this process were important in
a deposit feeder, prediction of steady-state accumulation would differ between an RC model (Eqn. 14)
using an empirically measured sediment uptake RC
and a prediction based on fugacity differences in
the sediment and organism.
All the kinetic approaches except the BE models can be used to describe or predict the internal
distribution of toxicants among compartments
within an organism. Because CV models reference

Table 1. Comparison of the equilibrium and kinetic models
Model

Requires assumption of equilibrium
Models multiple compartments
Models multiple uptake routes
Can be used to model internal
distribution of toxicants
Potential to scale to other species
Data requirements
"RC = rate coefficient.
b ~ =Vclearance volume.

Equilibrium

RCa

Fugacity

Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Some
Some
(by lipid content)
Low
Moderate Moderate-High

C V ~ PBPKc

BE^

No
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Moderate

High

High

'PBPK = physiological-based pharmacokinetic.
= bioenergetic.

d~~
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all compartments to a single reference compartment (e.g., plasma), it is a relatively simple matter
to incorporate a second compartment within the
organism to help describe the distribution resistance or multiple storage sites that can affect the
observed kinetics [26]. However, as has been
pointed out by Barron et al. [26], the RCs in CV
models may have little physiological meaning,
making it difficult to extrapolate to other species
or toxicants. However, compartment-based models have had limited success in scaling data to different size organisms that are closely related [27].
Multiple compartments within an organism can
also be accommodated in the RC- [59] and fugacity-based formats [67]. The PBPK models focus
more on the physiological and mechanistic parameters, and the use of allometric relationships permits the models to be successfully scaled from one
species to another, as discussed previously.
Contaminant sources, in addition to overlying
water, must be accommodated for proper evaluation of the accumulation of manv toxicants. These
potential sources are readily accommodated in kinetic models, except there are no references for
multiple sources using the CV model in aquatic
studies. These additional sources generally involve
the diet of the organism, whether it is sediment detrital material [31,39,44,75,78,79,112,113]
or prey
for fish [24,46,47,66,106,114-1161. The extent of
the dietary route depends on the feeding rate
[79,113]; assimilation efficiency, which can vary
with feeding rate [78]; and concentration in the
food [66]. Additionally, food quality, such as lipid
content, may alter contaminant transport into the
organism [117]. If the question is specifically to determine the importance of various routes, the BE
model may be the best choice, as it directly focuses
on uptake from each route.
One important application of these models is
to predict accumulation in the field over long-term
exposures. Such a scenario will usually require the
ability to incorporate growth and various other
physiological and environmental changes. All
models that represent the organism as a single compartment will be insufficient to describe multicompartment kinetics that are important when modeling
depletion of a fast compartment, as may occur during fluctuating exposures. The PBPK models include the physiological changes in greater detail and
can account for differential rates of elimination
from various tissues, allowing a description of biphasic elimination. However, PBPK models may
incorporate more detail than necessary, or at least
feasible, to incorporate in many cases. The BE
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models integrate most of the key physiological process in the energetic terms and can directly incorporate season effects on most of the parameters
and, thus, are a good choice. Although able to incorporate multiple-compartment kinetics, the CV
model has been demonstrated only for simple water exposures with aquatic species. The RC and
non-steady-state fugacity models would also be appropriate if temperature and age-specific uptake
coefficients were used. At a broader level, if the
question is to determine the movement of toxicants
among ecosystem components, the fugacity models are the best choice, as they offer a mechanism
to predict concentrations in abiotic components.
COUPLING EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
TO HAZARD ASSESSMENT

The foundation of toxicology is based on the
toxicant concentration that produces an effect at a
target site. Therefore, establishing the relationship
between an organism's exposure, which toxicokinetics models attempt to describe, and the toxicant
concentration at the target site(s) is the link between
exposure assessment and dose response for hazard
assessment. Standard regulatory paradigms such as
water quality criteria use the environmental concentration as a surrogate for the concentration at the
receptor site. These paradigms are based on the
premise that the toxicant concentration at the receptor is proportional to the organism concentration, which is in turn proportional to the exposure
concentration. Some of the limitations of this approach include the difficulties in determining the
bioavailable fraction of the environmental concentration, multiple uptake routes, pulsed doses, nonsteady-state situations (e.g., short exposure times),
and toxicant biotransformations.
If effects were based on the body burden required to produce the effect, complications arising
from the uncertainty regarding bioavailability and
accumulation would essentially be eliminated. It is
not necessary to identify the target site or the toxicant concentration at the target site, as long as the
concentration at the target site is proportional to
the concentration in any tissue or the whole body a common assumption when dealing with drug
effects in pharmacology. This approach for establishing a residue basis for toxicity has been discussed in McCarty et al. [118-1211, and Landrum
and Dupuis [6], and reviewed by McCarty [122].
The tissue residue for a wide range of neutral
narcotics ranges from 2 to 6 mmol kg-' for small
fish and invertebrates to yield 50% mortality for
acute exposures [6,86,95,118,120,122,123].Neutral
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organics seem to act as additive toxins when combined on a molar basis [95], greatly simplifying prediction of toxic effects for this group of
compounds. When the tissue concentration required to produce 50% acute mortality is below 0.5
mmol kg-' [6,86,94], the toxicant acts by a specific mechanism of action, which is indeterminate
between about 0.5 and 2 mmol kg-' [122].
The residue concentrations required to produce
chronic effects are much lower than those needed
for acute mortality. For 50% mortality, the residue concentration for chronic exposure to nonpolar narcotics is about 10% of that required to
produce the acute response [118,122]. If instead of
mortality, scope for growth is used as the effect end
point, a residue concentration of approximately
4 pmol kg-' is required for 50% reduction in the
scope for growth with toxins having a nonpolar
mechanism of action [124].
Coupling of kinetic models with the tissue residue approach allows the prediction of toxic effects
resulting from complex exposure scenarios. Recently, the residue concentration approach was applied to multiple compartments with multiple
source exposures, including a relatively complex
food chain, using fugacity nomenclature to predict
steady-state body burdens that would result in effects [125]. Kinetic models can also predict the dynamics of toxicant concentrations. For example,
the kinetics were able to predict the measured residue required to elicit 50% mortality for both carbaryl and pentachlorophenol in Diporeia spp. and
Mysis relicta over several lengths of exposure [6].
This approach permits interpretation of pulsed
exposures [122], which are common in the environment and produce effects that can be interpreted in
terms of the body residue but not directly using the
average environmental exposure concentrations for
the organism [126]. Tissue thresholds generate an
integrated measure of exposure resulting from these
pulsed exposures, compared to the instantaneous
' ' ~ n a ~ ~ h from
o t " the measurement of an environmental concentration. Tissue residues also integrate
spatial variations in exposure in mobile organisms.
Coupling kinetic models with a tissue threshold
will allow a prediction of how close an organism
would be to a chronic or acute toxic response under various exposure scenarios. Kinetic models also
will predict the time course for approaching the
toxic threshold. Besides these predictions, monitoring tissue residues in field-collected organisms
would generate a relatively straightforward assessment of an organism's or population's health. The
difference between the measured or predicted tis-

sue residue and the threshold could be used to set
discharge limits or cleanup levels.
The use of tissue thresholds predicts a chronic
or acute response on an individual level. This single value is analogous to other single estimates of
toxicity (e.g., LC50). The predicted effects on individuals could be incorporated into population
models to predict population effects. The structure
of the population model would vary with the
threshold (e.g., chronic effect on reproduction or
acute mortality). Ideally, these population effects
could be incorporated into ecosystem models to estimate effects on community structure [7].
There are, of course, a number of limitations to
tissue thresholds. For the residue approach to
work, the toxicodynamics of the compound must
be considered. The compound distribution among
the tissues must be at steady state, or at least proportional to the distribution that would occur at
steady state. If not, then the concentration at the
receptor site may not be in proportion to the wholebody residue concentration. Therefore, the tissue
residue approach may not work for very short exposures. Such disproportionality of distribution between tissues has been observed for short-term
exposures for fish [122] and even in small invertebrates such as Mysis relicta [81]. To predict effects
from short-term exposures or for larger animals, a
PBPK model would be useful to predict the concentrations in specific target tissues.
Considerable research is needed to determine
the minimum data sets required to establish threshold tissue concentrations for the major environmental toxicants. Although more research is also
needed with lower-KO, organics to establish that
the narcotizing effect is a general response, including benthic invertebrates, the real challenge is the
higher-%, compounds. The high-KO, compounds
have more bioavailability limitations and will be
more difficult to predict. Additionally, development of residue-based concentrations for compounds that exhibit specific mechanisms of action
will require exposure to a range of taxa to ensure
that sensitivity species are included. This approach
is not fundamentally different from establishing
water quality criteria, although the tissue residue
thresholds are not specific to a particular route of
exposure.
Acceptance of the residue approach, in combination with the application of kinetic models, will
allow the development of much better hazard assessments for aquatic organisms. Although the
state of the art for these assessments has made considerable progress, as reviewed by Bartell et al. [7],
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the focus of hazard assessments remains on individual compounds. However, the needed hazard
assessment requires
Of
to
tiple compounds of multiple mechanisms of action.
Thus, the future for this field will be the continued
development of the connection between bioaccumulation and toxiceffects and the incorporation of
mixtures in the assessment arena.
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